REFLECTIONS ON THE STORY OF
COGNITIVE EDUCATION IN SOUTH AFRICA
1. The Story of a Nuclear Physicist’s Fascination with
the Potential of Cognitive Education in SA
see booklet for more.
and
2. Reflections on my Story

by
Willie Rautenbach, 19 February 2015

Willie’s nuclear physics pre-history:
Commissioned CSIR Cyclotron for basic nuclear research and
routine production of medicall isotopes (1961-1972)

Cyclotron at peak performance ~1972

1966-1976
1. Obtained support from 76% of SA nuclear
physicists for a national accelerator –
grassroots policy formulation is possible if
objective is clear!;
2. Project leader for a feasibility study of a
national accelerator 1973-1976; and
3. Obtained approval and funding for the
building of a 200 MeV proton separate sector
cyclotron at Faure near Cape Town as a national
accelerator.

The SSC, ~1988, My dream, realised by others

BEGINNING OF MY STORY on CE

1979
• Criticised the establishment of a conventional university in
Bophuthatswana – they should have started with a college! –
got appointed to UNIBO’s council; decided to promote technical
and vocational education in a University System for BOP;
• Contact with ORT-SA and ORT-Israel;

• Visited Israel for tech & voc ed – heard about
Prof Carl Frankenstein’s work in cog ed;
Cognitive deficiencies develop in children caught
in rapid cultural modernisation –
KEY TO SA’s DEVELOPMENTAL PROBLEMS

- see Willie’s reflections for more;
• Established with Basil Wunsh the Career Education Foundation
of SA (CEFSA).

1980 – 1981 De Lange Multiracial
Investigation into Education
1. Willie studied technical and vocational
education (good enough for your daughter but not for my son!)
in SA with support from the Urban Foundation;

2. Willie introduced Career Education as a focal
point of recommendations of De Lange Invest.;
3. Recommendations for one National
Department of Education for SA –
not accepted by government.

1983
Applied for training in FIE by Feuerstein in
Jerusalem – turned down – accepted after Basil
Wunsh’s intervention.
Willie and Ian Shocket (Wits)

Mildred Hoffman &
Reuven Feuerstein

1984 - 1986
Feuerstein on fact-finding mission to SA – 1984;
Planned Israeli workshop for FIE in Johannesburg
failed to materialise.
Training of 4 South Africans as instructors of
teachers for FIE in Israel - 1985;
Stellenbosch-evening workshop in FIE I – Willie;
Irma Roth and Maureen Archer -1986;
Wits FIE I workshop; Mervyn Skuy and Willie - 1986

Attendees of FIE 1 Workshop, Wits, 1986

Establisment of the private Vaal Career College
(VCC) – during 1989 – 1991
for pre-apprenticeship education & training – Grades 10 - 12

Curriculum – Mediated Learning to permeate all
subjects – all teachers/instructors trained through FIE;
1. CogEd, as enriched FIE over 3 years;
2. Communication in English;
3. Understanding the modern and its prior worlds;
4. Science and maths;
5. Electrical & mechanical trade theory; and
6. Combined with hands-on practice.
Establishment of Program for Career Education (PCE)
at University of Stellenbosch under Willie - 1989

COST OF FIE-MATERIAL 1986-1990
• FIE material imported by CEFSA and distributed from
Willie’s home – too expensive for use in the majority of
SA schools.
• Willie obtained quotes for local printing which would have
lowered prices between a factor 2 and 3.
• Feuerstein required up-front payment of US $100 000 plus
commission on material sold for rights of local printing.

• SA business people supporting FIE felt that a need for FIE
should first be proven – creating an unresolved hen-andegg situation to the detriment of wider uses of FIE despite
ongoing workshops to train teachers, lecturers and
instructors in its use.

ESTABLISHMENT OF IACESA
1993 - 1994
Need for a learned organisation in SA as
clearing-house for CE where different
methods can be discussed, compared for
efficiency for different target groups, and
evaluated for wider use – 1993.

When Mervyn and I tried to form a SA Association for CE in 1993,
we were confronted by a Babel of voices and lack of trust.

It was like trying to herd cats!

IACESA!
1994
Mervyn came with the brilliant idea of bypassing the
problem by establishing a branch of the International
Association for Cognitive Education,

IACESA,
that found wide support with its first conference in
1994 at Wits;

Mervyn elected as president, and by default,
Willie as honorary secretary with part-time paid help.

1994 - 1995
1.

I presented first short workshop on Philosophy for Children
(P4C) in SA at Stellenbosch in 1994, after training with
Matthew Lipman in the USA in 1993.
2. Attended IACE-1995 in NY;
3. Trained by Kathy Greenberg at the University of Tennessee
as instructor of COGNET, 1995, and presented
first SA COGNET training workshop at the Vaal Triangle
Technikon in 1996.
Advantages of COGNET – FIE + Mini-lesson Plans to
introduce CE into subject lessons; |
Greenberg allowed material to be copied in SA.
4. I established the Centre for Cognitive and Career Ed cc,
(CCCE cc) in 1995.

IACE-1997 Conference in Stellenbosch
theme:

CE for the Information Age
(see Willie’s reflections)

• Drama – Wits withdrew as first choice
venue;
University of Stellenbosch as plan B.
• Bob Sternberg as guest speaker on intelligence
• Welter of workshops – 111 participants.
• Conference attendance: SA 157; N Am 21;
Europe 17; Nam 4; Latin Am 3; Aust 2.

What happened at the VCC 1990-1999
•Excellent group of multi-racial teachers appointed, and trained in CE;
•Students took to the curriculum like ducks to water – considered themselves
to be the only real students in their communities in the Vaal Area;
•Challenge of the N1 – N3 public examinations;
•~ 60 (at first) to 80% obtained jobs or apprenticeships in industry after 3 years
of training;
•CEFSA tripped up by the startling success of the VCC, which soon
became an educational tourist attraction, with:
1. CEFSA prematurely extended itself by opening the East Rand Career
College at Thembisa in 1992. The ERCC had to be closed in 1993 due to a
lack of funding.
2. CEFSA failed to restructure itself and became top heavy with a large effort
at fundraising, absorbing its grants.
3. In 1994 CEFSA had to close itself and the PCE due to a lack of funding and
Willie had to retire from the University..
•The VCC expanded its intake of students in 1999 after getting a poorly
managed financial support from the government in 1998.

The VCC could not pay its salaries at the end of 1999 and had
to close.

Disaster strikes Education –
Curriculum 2005
A homemade version of OBE,
a typical “CARGO CULT”
Cargo Cults were evident in the Pacific after
WWII when the Americans withdrew their airfields
used for transport during the War. Islanders built
mock-up air planes from bamboo, bamboo traffic
controllers etc. to attract the planes that mysteriously
brought the goodies. Since then artificial copying
without adequate understanding is being called a
cargo cult.

1999 – Mystery at Koeberg’s
Nuclear Reactors
• In the 1990’s Eskom installed a computer, that
mimics a reactor, to periodically re-evaluate
operating teams of reactor operators;
• Failures blamed on ‘lack of higher order
thinking skills’ amongst operators.
• LPAD-test negative;
• Problem – lack of higher training in maths
and science;

Problem solved
• Koeberg introduced 1 year Cadet Scheme
for affirmative action candidates in maths
& science – students objected soon;

• CE added + English + Understanding
the Industrial System;
• Students and Koeberg satisfied;
• Little institutional memory of training at
Koeberg.

End of Willie’s Story
• Personal indebtedness to all involved in
CE in SA, both
The missionaries,
who believe in it and also
The mercenaries,
who did it for their own reasons as well as
to the majority of us with our complex
mixed reasons.

2. REFLECTIONS ON MY STORY
• Let us start at the beginning of modern humanity
according to:
(Yuval Noah Harari; Homo-Sapience – A Brief History of
Humankind; Harvill Secker;2014).

~150 000 BC: Evidence of several species of genus Homo on earth
with: Large brain to body mass & Manual dexterity.
Homo-Sapience, a non-descriptive specie amongst medium sized
animals but anatomically alike to us.

~70 000 BC: Homo-Sapience associated with more sophisticated
tools and art-objects; Changed from
look-alike to think-alike, probably due to the development of
language – the tool-of-the-mind according to Vygotsky.
Small bands of hunter and gatherers.
Beginning of the

THE COGNITIVE AGE

(it probably started on the Cape South coast – Blombos?)

~10 000 BC:
THE AGRICULTURAL AGE started
• Homo-Sapience the only survivor specie of its genus!
~50% of large animal species extinct!
• Surplus in food makes specialisation possible;
• Population increases lead to larger, sedentary communities,
eventually to empires;
• First religions;
• Individual well-being probably not improved by transition,
but humanity as a whole benefited over time, note:
no return to previous ages for most of humanity.

Possible sub-ages:
• Pottery;
• Metals;
• Bookkeeping and writing

~1 500 AD

THE SCIENTIFIC AGE started
•
•

Realisation that knowledge can grow.
Drastic, growing change in worldview (and cosmos) and of
Homo-Sapience itself.

Sub-ages, following on the Scientific Age:
1.

THE INDUSTRIAL AGE starting around
1 800 AD:
* Unlocking the material and energy sources of the world
making for the first time, in principle, possible to satisfy
Mankind’s material needs.
* Threat to our existence due to our pollution of the
biosphere.
* Establishment and disintegration of large Western empires
based on temporary superiority in science and industry.

2. THE INFORMATION AGE from about 1960
Driving forces: Communication and the Digital
Computer, combined in the Internet.

•

Whereas material, energy, land and manpower are all
limited sources for production, the new productive source,
information, is unlimited and

in principle available to all thinking people.
•

Developing Artificial Intelligence is already
replacing human manual work, to be followed by routine
mental work, etc. – Well described by Daniel Pink.

What do business people think of our current Age?
Some of the World’s best businesspeople are giddy with optimism. They
live in a world of digital wonders where every problem has a solution and
every scarcity is yielding to abundance. Others are haunted by
pessimism. They live in a world of “secular stagnation”, “jobless growth,
zero sum competition and stability-threatening inequality”.
From “The Economist, January 31st 2015, p54.

This suggests the following names for our era/age:
•

The Age of Super-abundance;

•

The Age of the New Barbarians (see Ian Angel; How to survive
in the Information Age – the New Barbarian Manifesto; 2000) –
join the 1% or defend the 99% against them!

•

The Conceptual Era according to Daniel Pink.

• Or the prosaic Scientific or Information Age.
Take your choice, and remember to explain your reasons!

• It is, however, extremely difficult for people living
during times of rapid change to accurately name
their age. What is important for educationist, who
prepare the youth for the future, is to:
•

understand the meaning of the irreversible
ages through which humanity passed, like the
agricultural, the scientific, the industrial and
the information ages and their impact on the
age in which we are living.

What are the implications for the members of
IACESA, living in SA?
• SA is currently one of the most unequal countries in the world,
with a large percentage of its population mired in poverty;
• Large numbers of its people still try to live in conditions of the
Agricultural or Early Industrial Age, some in the Late
Industrial Age, and a minority in the Information Age.
• Frankenstein’s two causes for “secondary retardation”
therefore combine: poverty and cultural differences!

COGNITIVE EDUCATION, together with CAREER
EDUCATION remain essential lifelines for most of our
children if our country is not to become a failed state.

Will my vision of 1979 eventually come
true, or will it turn into a nightmare?

Homo-Sapience’s evolution as seen
from another side

